
Derry Walls Day  
2018 

Saturday 8th September

In 1618, Captain Nicholas Pynnar, the King’s Inspector of Fortifications in Ireland was 
commissioned to survey new fortifications in Ulster including the Derry Walls. 400 years on, do 
your own survey of the Derry Walls, with The Surveyor’s Treasure Hunt, exploring historic 
buildings, talking with characters from the walled city’s past and winning prizes.

Sat 10am Archaeology Talk and Walking Tour 

The Archaeology of the Lost Citadel 

A 90 minute archaeological and historical walking tour of 
the Cathedral Churchyard and Church Bastion looking for 
evidence of the Citadel built by the Parliamentary garrison, 
after the 1649 Siege. The tour will be led by Dr Brian Scott, 
Archaeologist and Author, and Mark Lusby, Historical 
Researcher. As part of the tour, you will help mark out the 
layout of citadel around the Cathedral. 

Sat 11am  Sketching and History Walking Tour 

Sketch the Derry Walls  

A 90 minute guided sketching and historical walking tour of 
the Derry Walls and the Walled City. The tour will be led by 
Rebecca Mulhern, Visual Artist and Mark Lusby, Historical 
Researcher. Ideal for anyone who wants to try sketching for 
the first time or who wants something different to sketch. 
All you need to bring is a sketch pad and a drawing pen or 
pencil. Dress appropriately for the weather but if the 
weather proves impossible, we’ve a spectacular indoor 
location for some interior architectural  sketching instead. 

Sat 10am-4pm  Walls400 1619-2019 One Day 
Exhibition, Verbal Arts Centre 

Through a combination of historic maps and large scale 
photographs, be part of building knowledge about the 
evolution of the Derry Walls over four centuries. 

Derry Strabane Council is providing a 
programme of living history on and 

around the Derry Walls on Saturday from 
1pm

www.thederrywalls.com for booking

The Surveyor’s Treasure Hunt can be 
picked up from the Verbal Arts Centre 

or venues open for EHODs on the 
Saturday morning.

Sunday 9th 12 noon until 3pm 
SPECIAL OPENING OF THE PLINTH 

ON ROYAL BASTION 
In partnership with the Siege Museum


